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A debut release from DIM LIT DAYLIGHT. Check out the samples and decide for yourself if Dim Lit

Daylight is for you. 11 MP3 Songs POP: Beatles-pop, ROCK: Classic Rock Details: Thank you for taking

a moment to preview our latest release. We are proud to present Dim Lit Daylight and hope that you

enjoy this collection of songs as much as we do. As a special thank you for purchasing the debut CD, we

are offering a CD exclusive BONUS track and web-exclusive BONUS B-sides, when you purchase the

debut CD. So get your copy now to get 10 songs from DIM LIT DAYLIGHT and 7+ Bonus tracks for FREE

-A.D. Records ___________________________________________________    WHAT DOES IT

SOUND LIKE So far, the opinions about this CD are as varied as the tracks themselves. If you're looking

for a category, 'eclectic-indie-pop-rock' has been suggested. If you're looking for a 'sounds like', well then,

it's been compared to everything from 'Lennon-esque Beatles pop' to 'Orbison meets Morrison' (Jim or

Van, take your pick) with a splash of 'Chris Cornell meets Jack Johnson' and a pinch of 'Tom Petty meets

The Cure'. And if that's not enough, check out these pre-release reviews from around the country.    "The

songwriting skills showcased on the New Dim Lit Daylight album are amazing. It is one of the most

creatively written albums i've heard in a long while." -Marc C. | L.L.Entertainment-Lafayette, LA   

"FANTASTIC ! ! ! This is a major hit. I'm totally blown away. Every track is a classic. A genius at work.

Rarely does something like this come around. Soulful and straight from the heart. I'm hooked" - Keith T. |

Springfield, OH    "WOW, listened to the music and it's all stylized out. I love it!" - Stephanie H. | Austin,

TX    "So diverse and different, yet fun and familiar at the same time. Great stuff, keep it up." - Sarah M. |

Astoria, NY ___________________________________________________________ WHO IS DIM LIT

DAYLIGHT Dim Lit Daylight is the latest release from A.D. Records, an indie label from Pasadena since

1996, and features an eclectic mix of songs written, recorded and produced by singer/songwriter Joshua
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Free. For the past ten years, Joshua was a songwriter/performer in a nationally touring indie 'folk-rock'

band (THR3). Songs he has written have found their way into both television and movies and have won

international awards. Dim Lit Daylight is a culmination of both his experience and timeless songwriting

skills. Joshua currently lives in Southern California and operates an Independent Record Label and

Publishing Company with his 10+ year business partner and close friend, Anthony D. Montanino.

____________________________________________________________ CHECK OUT THE

SAMPLES FOR YOURSELF AND THEN PICK UP YOUR COPY OF DIM LIT DAYLIGHT'S DEBUT CD

TODAY ____________________________________________________________
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